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Classical control theory and Smith+s principle are proposed as key tools to design a congestion
control law for high-speed data networks. Applications to Asynchronous Transfer Mode networks and
to Internet Transmission Control Protocol are illustrated.

Abstract
High-speed communication networks are characterized by large bandwidth-delay products. This may have an adverse impact on
the stability of closed-loop congestion control algorithms. In this paper, classical control theory and Smith's principle are proposed as
key tools for designing an e!ective and simple congestion control law for high-speed data networks. Mathematical analysis shows that
the proposed control law guarantees stability of network queues and full utilization of network links in a general network topology
and tra$c scenario during both transient and steady-state condition. In particular, no data loss is guaranteed using bu!ers with any
capacity, whereas full utilization of links is ensured using bu!ers with capacity at least equal to the bandwidth-delay product. The
control law is transformed to a discrete-time form and is applied to ATM networks. Moreover a comparison with the ERICA
algorithm is carried out. Finally, the control law is transformed to a window form and is applied to Internet. The resulting control law
surprisingly reveals that today's Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol implements a Smith predictor for congestion
control. This provides a theoretical insight into the congestion control mechanism of TCP/IP along with a method to modify and
improve this mechanism in a way that is backward compatible. ( 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, communication networks are among the
fastest-growing engineering areas and are driving extraordinary developments in communication industry. An
increasing amount of research is devoted to the deployment of new communication networks that merge the
capabilities of telephone networks and of computer networks in order to transmit multimedia tra$c over a fully
integrated universal network. These e!orts have lead to
the introduction of Broadband Integrated Service Digital
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Networks (B-ISDNs) and the emerging Asynchronous
Transfer Mode (ATM) technology has been retained as
the transport technology to be used in B-ISDNs (Varaiya
& Walrand, 1996).
ATM networks are a class of virtual circuit switching
networks conceived to merge the advantages of circuit
switched technology (telephone networks) with those of
packet switched technology (computer networks). They
are connection-oriented in the sense that before two
systems on the network can communicate, they should
inform all intermediate switches about their service requirements and tra$c parameters by establishing a virtual circuit. This is similar to the telephone networks,
where an exclusive circuit is set up from the calling party
to the called party, with the important di!erence that, in
the case of ATM, many virtual circuits can share network
resources via store-and-forward packet switching and statistical multiplexing (Varaiya & Walrand, 1996). The sharing of network resources allows communication costs
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be drastically reduced and requires sophisticated mechanisms of #ow and congestion control to avoid congestion phenomena (Peterson & Davie, 1996). Congestion
control is critical in both ATM and Internet networks
and it is the most essential aspect of tra$c management
(Jacobson, 1988; Jain, 1996). Moreover, new control
issues are emerging, which aim at ensuring that users get
their desired quality of service (QoS). See, for example,
Ding (1997), Le Boudec, de Veciana and Walrand (1996),
Liew and Chi-yin Tse (1998) and their references.
In the context of ATM networks, the ATM Forum
Tra$c Management Group de"nes "ve service classes to
support multimedia tra$c, which are the constant bit-rate
(CBR) class, the real-time and non-real-time variable bitrate (VBR) classes, the unspecixed bit-rate (UBR) class
and the available bit-rate (ABR) class, which is a bestewort class. ABR is the only class that responds to
network congestion by means of a feedback control
mechanism in order to improve network utilization by
minimizing data loss and retransmissions (ATM Forum,
1996; Jain, 1996).
To brie#y summarize the algorithms proposed for
ABR tra$c control, we start by recalling the binary
feedback schemes that were "rst introduced due to their
easy implementation (Bonomi, Mitra & Seery, 1995;
Fendick, Rodrigues & Weiss, 1992; Ramakrishnan &
Jain, 1990; Roberts, 1994; Yin & Hluchyj, 1994). In these
schemes, if the queue length in a switch is greater than
a threshold, then a binary digit is set in the control
management cell. However, they su!er serious problems
of stability, exhibit oscillatory dynamics, and require
large amount of bu!er in order to avoid cell loss. As
a consequence, explicit rate algorithms have been largely
considered and investigated. See Jain (1996) for an excellent survey. Most of the existing explicit rate schemes
lack of two fundamental parts in the feedback control
design: (1) the analysis of the closed-loop network dynamics; (2) the interaction with VBR tra$c. In Charny,
Clark and Jain (1995) and in Jain, Kalyanaraman, Goyal,
Fahmy and Viswanathan (1996) an explicit rate algorithm is proposed, which basically computes input rates
dividing the measured available bandwidth by the number of active connections. In Zhao, Li and Sigarto (1997),
the control design problem is formulated as a standard
disturbance rejection problem where the available bandwidth acts as a disturbance for the system. The ABR
source rate is adapted to the low-frequency variation of
the available bandwidth and H optimal control is ap2
plied to design a controller that minimizes the di!erence
between the source input rate and the available bandwidth. A drawback is that the design of the controller
depends on the characteristic of the interacting VBR
tra$c and on the measurements of the available bandwidth, which is di$cult to be obtained in practice. In
Altman, Basar and Srikant (1998), the problem is formulated as a stochastic control problem where the dis-

turbance is modeled as an autoregressive process. The
node has to estimate this process using recursive least
squares. In Mascolo (1997), Smith's principle is exploited
to derive a controller in case a xrst in}xrst out (FIFO)
bu!ering is maintained at output links. The control algorithm is executed at bottleneck node and computes an
input rate which is fed back to the source. The advantages are that the bottleneck switch maintains FIFO
queuing and measures only the queue and not the available bandwidth; the drawback is that more computational and informational burden is placed at the switch.
An analytic method for the design of a congestion controller has been proposed in Benmohamed and Meerkov
(1993), where the input rate is computed as a linear
combination of the past values of the rates and of the
queue levels. The goal is to stabilize the queue level at
a given threshold. The algorithm requires a complex
on-line tuning of control parameters to ensure stability
and to damp queue oscillations under changing tra$c
condition. Due to the complex closed-loop dynamics, the
authors were unable to solve the global stability problem
and they investigated it only by simulations. In Izmailov
(1995), two linear feedback control algorithms have been
proposed for the case of a single connection with a constant service rate, i.e. the interaction with VBR tra$c is
not considered. Due to the transcendental form of the
closed-loop characteristic equations, only the asymptotic
properties of the system were analyzed.
In the context of Internet, after the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet protocol (TCP/IP) had become
operational, the network was su!ering from congestion
collapse. TCP/IP congestion control was introduced into
the Internet in the late 1980s and has been successful in
preventing congestion collapse (Jacobson, 1988). Many
improvements have been introduced since that time and
intense research activity is going on to improve the e$ciency of this control mechanism. See, for example, Floyd
and Jacobson (1993), Hahne, Kalmanek and Morgan
(1993), Floyd (1994), Villamizar and Song (1995),
Brakmo, O'Malley and Peterson (1995), Balakrishnan,
Padmanabhan, Seshan and Katz (1996), Jacobson, Braden and Borman (1997), Kalampoukas and Varma (1998),
Gerla, Locigno, Mascolo and Weng (1999). Notice that,
nowadays, the TCP/IP congestion control algorithm is
the only algorithm successfully tested in a real worldwide packet switching network.
In this paper, we address the issue of congestion control in a general packet switching network using classical
control theory, that is, transfer functions are used to
describe the system to be controlled and to design the
controller. The dynamic behavior of each network queue
in response to data input is modeled as the cascade of an
integrator with a time delay. Since propagation delays
play a key role in high-speed communication networks,
we choose the Smith principle to design a simple congestion control law that is e!ective over path with any
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bandwidth-delay product. The `best e!orta available
bandwidth is modeled as an unknown and bounded
disturbance input since it is di$cult to measure it.
The designed control law is applied to control ABR
tra$c in ATM networks and a comparison with the
well-known Explicit Rate Indication Control Algorithm
(Jain et al., 1996) is carried out. Moreover, the proposed
control law is applied to TCP/IP. This application surprisingly reveals that today's TCP Internet Protocol implements a Smith predictor to control receiver's bu!er
and network congestion. This result appears extremely
interesting because it gives a theoretical basis to the great
success of TCP/IP to control congestion and a very
useful insight on how to improve its e$ciency.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
the data network model; Section 3 models the controlled
data networks using transfer functions; in Section 4 the
controller is designed using Smith's principle; in Section 5
transient and steady-state dynamics are evaluated via
mathematical analysis; Section 6 describes the application of the proposed control law to ATM networks
whereas Section 7 describes the application to Internet;
"nally, Section 8 draws the conclusions.

2. The data network model
In this section we develop the model of a general
network that employs a store-and forward packet switching service, that is, packets or cells enter the network from
the source edge nodes, are then stored and forwarded
along a sequence of intermediate nodes and communication links, "nally reaching their destination nodes (Benmohamed & Meerkov, 1993; Peterson & Davie, 1996;
Varaiya & Walrand, 1996). Fig. 1 depicts a store and
forward packet switching network. Such a network can be
considered as a graph consisting of:
(a) A set N"Mn N of nodes (switches or routers), which
i
store and forward the packets along the communication path. A node consists of a set of input queues
where incoming packets are stored and of a set of
output queues where outgoing packets are stored. It
is assumed that the processing capacity of each node
is larger than the total transmission capacity of its
incoming links so that congestion is caused by transmission capacity only.
(b) A set ¸"Ml N of communication links, which coni
nect the nodes to permit the exchange of information. Each link is characterized by the transmission
capacity c "1/t (packets/s) and the propagation
i
i
delay t . For each node i3N, let O(i)L¸ denote the
di
set of its outgoing link and let I(i)L¸ denote the set
of its incoming links.
The network tra$c is contributed by source/destination pairs (S, D)3N]N. The pair (S, D) will be referred to
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Fig. 1. Store and forward packet switching network. Five (S ,D ) coni i
nections and per-#ow bu!ering are shown.

as the (S, D) connection, the (S, D) #ow or the (S, D) virtual
circuit (VC). For each (S, D) connection, the source at
node S sends packets to the destination node D through
a sequence of links referred to as the path of the connection and denoted by p(S, D). A deterministic #uid model
approximation of packet #ow is assumed, that is, each
input #ow is described by the continuous variable u(t)
measured in packets/sec. In high speed communication
networks, the bandwidth delay product t /t is a key
dj j
parameter that a!ects the stability of closed-loop control
algorithms. It represents a large number of packets `in
#ighta on the transmission link. These packets are also
called `in the pipea packets or cells.
2.1. Per-yow versus FIFO buwering
Per-#ow bu!ering is retained to play an important and
even necessary role for controlling congestion and
the QoS of a #ow (Stoica, Shenker & Zhang, 1998;
Chow & Leon-Gracia, 1999; Peterson & Davie, 1996;
Benmohamed & Wang, 1998; Suter, Lakshman, Stiliadis
& Choudhury, 1998; Keshav, 1991). Fig. 2 depicts an
output link maintaining per-#ow bu!ering. The assumption of per-#ow bu!ering has many advantages. Congestion control algorithms can be e!ectively and easily run
at the source (see Peterson & Davie, 1996), whereas
network nodes are in charge of per-#ow queuing. This
uncouples the congestion and fairness issues and allows
a node to easily enforce max}min fairness (Ja!e, 1981;
Jain, 1996; Peterson & Davie, 1996). In contrast to FIFO
queuing, per-#ow bu!ering separates packets according
to the #ow to which they belong. Thus, the dynamics of
the #ows are completely uncoupled. A #ow goes through
shared links and exclusive bu!ers as shown in Fig. 1. All
queue levels encountered by a #ow are zero except the
queue level feeding the bottleneck link. This leads to a
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where ¹ is the propagation delay from the ith source to
ij
the jth queue, and d (t)"b (t)h(x ) is the depletion
ij
!7,ij
ij
rate of the jth queue, with

G

Fig. 2. Per-#ow bu!ering of n #ows served via Round-robin mechanism.

control problem design that is a single-input/single-output
(SISO) problem design, where the input is the connection
input rate and the output is the bottleneck queue level.
On the other hand, if many #ows are aggregated in the
same FIFO queue, then the control problem design becomes more complex and requires more computational
e!ort (Mascolo, 1997). In fact, a #ow cooperates with
many other #ows to "ll the bottleneck FIFO queue.
Therefore, a source should know the input rate of all the
other sources sharing the bottleneck queue to exercise
the control. But this knowledge is not available at
a single source. The only place that can know it is the
bottleneck node. As a consequence, the control algorithm
is run at network nodes as in Charny et al. (1995), Jain et
al. (1996) and Mascolo (1997). Thus, the burden of maintaining per-#ow queuing is replaced by the complexity of
computing the input rates. Another important drawback
of an algorithm executed at network nodes comes from
the fact that it is hard for a node to know where the
bottleneck of the connection is located. As a consequence, it is di$cult to ensure max}min fairness and
e$cient control. For these considerations, nowadays
many switch vendors are implementing per-VC queuing
(Benmohamed & Wang, 1998) and per-#ow bu!ering is
also auspicated for Internet routers in order to ensure
QoS (Stoica et al., 1998; Suter et al., 1998; Peterson
& Davie, 1996). The drawbacks of per-#ow bu!ering are
that it is not scalable and may be costly to be implemented (Chow & Leon-Gracia, 1999). Therefore, active
research is devoted to "nd simpler solutions which
approximate per-#ow bu!ering (Stoica et al., 1998).
2.2. Dynamic model of the bottleneck queue
We assume that each switch/router output link maintains per-VC xrst in}xrst out (FIFO) queuing. The dynamic model of a network queue is a simple integrator.
Let x (t) be the queue level associated with connection
ij
(S , D ) and link l , let u (t)50 be the in#ow rate due to the
i i
j
i
ith VC, and let b (t)50 be the bandwidth which is
!7,ij
available at link l for the ith VC. By writing the #ow
j
conservation equations, the queue level x (t), starting at
ij
t"0 with x (0)"0, is
ij
t
x (t)": [u (q!¹ )!d (q)] dq,
ij
i
ij
ij
0

1
if x (t)'0,
ij
h(x )"
ij
a(t)/b (t) if x (t)"0,
!7,ij
ij
where a(t)"min(u (t!¹ ),b (t)).
i
ij !7,ij
Notice that the available bandwidth b (t) depends
!7,ij
on the global tra$c loading the link and that it results
x (t)50.
ij
3. Classical control approach to model a 6ow-controlled
data network
In this section, the dynamics of network data queues in
response to input tra$c is described using a classical
control approach based on transfer functions. Data
packets go from source to destination. At the destination,
control packets are relayed back to the source. Control
packets are resource management (RM) cells interleaved
with data cells in ATM networks and acknowledgment
packets in Internet. They carry the feedback information
to the source and make possible to operate a feedback
control (ATM Forum, 1996; Jacobson, 1988).
We assume that a connection establishes a virtual
circuit with per-VC bu!ering at the node output links.
A particular link along the VC path will be the bottleneck. The queue feeding this link will be the bottleneck
queue for the #ow, whereas other queues encountered by
the #ow will be empty. Thus, the control goal reduces to
fully utilize the bottleneck link whereas over#ow of the
bottleneck queue must be avoided. The dynamics of the
bottleneck queue level in response to the source input
rate is a single-input}single-output dynamics. Fig. 3 shows
the block diagram of the closed-loop dynamics. In particular, it consists of:
(1) An integrator described in the Laplace domain by
the transfer function 1/s. It models the per-#ow buffer which is the bottleneck for the considered #ow.
The output x (t) is the bottleneck queue length of
ij
connection i at link j.

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the dynamics of the controlled bottleneck
queue.
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(2) A disturbance d (t), which models the `best-e!orta
ij
bandwidth that is available for the ith #ow at bottleneck link j. We assume that it is not possible to
measure d (t). Notice that d (t) is modeled as an
ij
ij
unknown deterministic function rather than
a stochastic process. By means of such a disturbance
d (t), all tra$c scenarios are easily modeled.
ij
(3) The transfer function e~sT&8,ij, which models the
propagation time ¹
from the <C source to the
&8,ij
i
bottleneck queue at link j.
(4) The transfer function e~sT&",ij, which models the
propagation time ¹
from the bottleneck queue at
&",ij
link j to the destination and then back to the source i.
(5) The controller transfer function G (s).
#*
(6) The source input rate u (t).
i
(7) The reference signal r (t).
i
The feedback control scheme consists of two inputs:
the reference signal r (t) and the disturbance d (t). Referi
ij
ring to the reference signal r (t), the source compares r (t)
i
i
with the delayed bottleneck queue level x (t!¹ ) and
ij
&",ij
then inputs the di!erence into the controller G (s), which
#*
calculates the input rate. The input rate, which is computed at the source, reaches the queue after the forward
propagation delay ¹ , whereas the queue level reaches
&8,ij
the destination and is relayed back to the source after the
backward propagation delay ¹ . Notice that the round
&",ij
trip time (R¹¹ ) of the <C connection is always
i
i
R¹¹ "¹ #¹
wherever the connection bottlei
&8,ij
&",ij
neck link j may be positioned along the <C path. This
i
means that the proposed control scheme models also the
general case of bottleneck that moves along the VC path. In
case the contribution of the bottleneck queuing time to
the R¹¹ cannot be neglected, then the queuing time can
be considered part of ¹ . Referring to the disturbance
&",ij
d (t), it directly empties the bottleneck queue.
ij
Due to the possibly large propagation delays in the
control loop, queue level dynamics might exhibit oscillations, and even become unstable. Therefore, the design of
the linear controller G (s) must be carried out carefully.
#*
In the next section, we propose to design the controller
G (s) following the Smith principle (As stroK m & Witten#*
mark, 1984; Marshall, 1979). The Smith predictor is well
known as an e!ective dead-time compensator for a stable
process with large time delay. The main advantage of this
technique is that the time delay is eliminated from the
characteristic equation of the closed-loop system. Thus
the design problem for the process with delay can be
transformed to the one without delay. A problem is that
it cannot be used for processes having an integral mode
since a constant disturbance will result in a steady-state
error. An interesting new modi"ed Smith's predictor
has been proposed in As stroK m, Hang and Lim (1994) to
uncouple the setpoint response from the disturbance
response. This allows the disturbance be rejected without
measuring it. In this paper we choose the classical Smith's
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predictor for the following reasons: (1) the rejection
of the disturbance is not appropriate in the context of
the design problem herein discussed (see Section 4);
(2) Smith's predictor can be easily transformed to discrete-time form (As stroK m & Wittenmark, 1984).
3.1. The reference signal and the disturbance
The controlled system reported in Fig. 3 is a SISO
system with a disturbance. The input is the reference signal
r (t), which sets a threshold for the bottleneck queue length.
i
The output is the queue level x (t). We consider the
ij
reference signal r (t)"ro(t!¹ ). Thus, we can think that
i
&"
i
the source receives the feedback (ro(t!¹ )!x (t!¹ ))
i
&"
ij
&"
from the bottleneck. This value represents the space that is
free at the bottleneck bu!er.
The bottleneck link transmission capacity is normalized to unity so that, if all link bandwidth is suddenly
available for a single #ow a t"t , then the available
0
bandwidth b (t) is equal to the step function1 1(t!t ).
!7
0
Coexisting #ows reduce the bandwidth that is available
for the considered #ow. Letting b(t)41 be the bandwidth
used by coexisting #ows, it results
04b (t)41(t)!b 1(t)"a1(t),
!7
m
where b "min Mb(t)N, 04b 41 and a"(1!b )41.
m
t
m
m
Thus, we model the available bandwidth via a deterministic, unknown and bounded function that represents
a worst-case disturbance. More precisely, we consider the
general worst-case disturbance of the form
p
d (t)" + a 1(t!¹ )
(1)
ij
i
i
i/1
where ¹ '¹ if j'i, a 3(0, 1], a 3[!1, 0)X(0, 1] for
j
i
1
i
i'1, and 04+h a 4a, ∀h3N with h4p3N.
i/1 i
Disturbance (1) represents a general piece-wise constant
available bandwidth with values that suddenly change at
instants ¹ . From a practical point of view, it can model
i
any tra$c scenario loading the bottleneck link.

4. The control law
The objective of the control law is to guarantee that
the source input rate promptly utilizes all available bandwidth. At the same time, bu!er over#ow must be avoided.
These goals can be formally stated via the two following
conditions:
(1) Stability condition:
x (t)4ro for t'0,
ij
1 The step function is

G

1(t)"

1 if t50,
0 if t(0.

(2)
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where ro is the bottleneck queue capacity, which guarantees that this queue is always bounded, i.e. no packet loss,
and
(2) Full link utilization:
x (t)'0 for t5R¹¹,
ij

(3)

that guarantees full utilization of the bottleneck link, i.e.
b (t)"d (t), because the link has always data to send.
!7,ij
ij
The reason of R¹¹ in condition (2) is that the feedback
cannot reach the source in a time less than the backward
propagation delay and the input rate cannot reach the
bottleneck queue in a time less than the forward propagation delay. As a consequence, it is never possible to
reject the disturbance during the transient, which is the
normal operation mode of communication networks.
For these considerations and in contrast to Charny et al.
(1995), Jain et al. (1996) and Zhao et al. (1997), our
control goal is not disturbance rejection but is to guarantee that the bottleneck queue level is always greater than
zero and less than the queue capacity.
The plant consists of a forward delay in cascade with
an integrator, and of a backward delay. We assume that
delays are known2 so that a controller can be successfully
designed following the Smith principle (Marshall, 1979).
The Smith principle suggests to look for a controller
such that the closed-loop controlled system, which contains a delay in the control loop, becomes equivalent to
a system with the delay pushed out of the control loop. In
this case our idea is to look for a controller G (s) so that
#*
the input}output dynamics of the controlled system reported in Fig. 3 becomes equal to the input}output
dynamics of the system reported in Fig. 4. The desired
input}output dynamics reported in Fig. 4 has been carefully chosen so that:
(a) the closed-loop part of the desired system is delay
free, that is, the delay is pushed out of the feedback
loop and does not a!ect stability;
(b) the desired system is a simple xrst-order system with
a delay in cascade, that is, the transfer function is
[k/(s#k)]e~T&8 >s. The "rst-order system is obtained
by choosing a simple proportional controller k for
the delay-free plant (1/s). Notice that this system is
asymptotically stable for any k'0 and has no overshoots.
(c) a controller G (s) exists that renders the input}out#*
put dynamics of the system reported in Fig. 3 equal
to the input}output dynamics of the target system
reported in Fig. 4.
Now we derive the controller that gives the desired
input}output dynamics reported in Fig. 4.

2 We will further discuss this assumption when we will apply the
designed control law to ATM networks and Internet.

Fig. 4. Desired input}output dynamics.

Proposition 1. The transfer functions X(s)/R(s)3 of the systems shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are made equal by using the
controller described by the transfer function
k
G (s)"
.
#
1#(k/s)(1!e~RTT>s)

(4)

Proof. By equating the transfer functions of the systems
reported in Figs. 3 and 4
(G (s)/s)e~T&8 >s
k/s
#
"
e~T&8 >s,
1#(G (s)/s)e~RTT>s 1#k/s
#
controller (4) is derived after a little algebra. h
Looking at controller (4) shown in Fig. 3, it is easy to
write the rate control equation

A

P

u(t)"k r(t!¹ )!x(t!¹ )!
&"
&"

t

B

u(q) dq .
(5)
t~RTT
This equation can be intuitively interpreted as follows:
the computed input rate is proportional, through the
coe$cient k, to the free space in the bottleneck queue,
that is r(t!¹ )!x(t!¹ ), decreased by the number
&"
&"
of cells released by the source during the last round trip
time R¹¹. It is worth noting that the role of the Smith
predictor is to take into account the `in #ighta cells given
u(q) dq.
by the integral :t
t~RTT
In the next section we show via mathematical analysis
that the proposed control law guarantees bottleneck
queue stability and full link utilization during both transient and steady-state condition.

5. Mathematical analysis of transient dynamics and
steady state
Classical control theory provides an established set of
tools that enables us to design algorithms whose performance can be predicted analytically, rather than relying
on simulations. To analyze the performance of the proposed algorithm is su$cient to use standard Laplace
transform technique. The important advantage of mathematical analysis is that allows us to demonstrate the

3 From now on, the subscripts in x (t), d (t), G (t), u (t), R¹¹ , which
ij
ij
#*
i
i
are used to refer the jth output link and the ith connection, are dropped.
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properties of the proposed control law in a general setting, whereas the validation via computer simulations is
inevitably restricted to the simulated scenarios. Notice
that the analysis of transient dynamics is extremely important in the context of communication networks because these systems never reach a steady-state condition
due to continuous joining and leaving of connections.
Due to the linearity of the controlled system, we can
determine the output queue length by superposing the
responses x (t) and x (t) to the inputs r(t) and d(t), respecr
d
tively. In order to do this, we compute the transfer
functions
X (s)
1
r "
e~T&8 >s
R(s) (1#s/k)
and
1
k
X (s)
d "! #
e~RTT>s.
s s(s#k)
D(s)
Considering the reference signal r(t)"ro ) 1(t!¹ ) and
&"
the disturbance d(t)"a 1(t!¹ ), where ¹ 5R¹¹ is
1
1
1
the instant when the bandwidth a is suddenly available,
1
and by transforming back to time domain X (s) and
r
X (s), it results
d
x (t)"ro(1!e~k(t~RTT))1(t!R¹¹),
r

(6)

x (t)"!a (t!¹ )1(t!¹ )
d
1
1
1
#a (t!¹ !R¹¹)1(t!¹ !R¹¹)
1
1
1
a
! 1(1!e~k(t~T1~RTT))1(t!¹ !R¹¹).
1
k

(7)

It can be noted that 0(x (t)(ro for t'R¹¹,
r
x (R¹¹)"0, x (t)(0 for t'¹ and x (¹ )"0.
r
d
1
d 1
Remark 1. The queue dynamics x(t)"x (t)#x (t) is
r
d
characterized by the time constant q"1/k. The transient
dynamics can be considered exhausted after the time
¹ "R¹¹#¹ #4q. Thus k can be chosen to in#u53
1
ence ¹ .
53
Now we are ready to show that the proposed controller ensures queue stability, i.e. bounded queue, in presence of any bounded, piecewise constant disturbance
expressed in the general form (1).
Theorem 1. Considering the reference signal r(t)"
ro ) 1(t!¹ ) (t!¹ ), disturbance (1), and controller (4),
f0
&"
the bottleneck queue is stable, that is x(t)(ro for t3[0,R).
Proof. Since the system is linear time invariant, the disturbance response is the superposition of the responses to
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each disturbance a 1(t!¹ ) for i"1, p, that is
i
i
p
x (t)" + (!a (t!¹ )1(t!¹ )
d
i
i
i
i/1
#a (t!¹ !R¹¹)1(t!¹ !R¹¹)
i
i
i
a
! i (1!e~k(t~Ti~RTT))1(t!¹ !R¹¹)).
i
k
For t3[0, ¹ ], x (t)"0.
1
d
For t3(¹ ,¹ #R¹¹), x (t)"+j !a (t!¹ )(04
i/1
i
i
1 1
d
where ¹ (¹ #R¹¹ and j51.
j
1
Considering a generic time t5¹ #R¹¹ with
1
¹ 4t(¹
and R¹¹#¹ 4t(¹ #R¹¹,
j
j`1
l
l`1
14l4j4p it results
j
l
x (t)" + !a (t!¹ )!R¹¹ + a
d
i
i
i
i/l`1
i/1
l
!q + a (1!e~k(t~Ti~RTT))
i
i/1
( )"0 if l"j. From the Proposition A.1 in
with +j
i/l`1
the appendix, with * "t!¹ , *"R¹¹'* "
i
i
l`1
t!¹ , it follows that
l`1
j
l
+ !a (t!¹ )!R¹¹ + a (0
i
i
i
i/l`1
i/1
and from the Proposition A.2 in the appendix, with
* "1!e~k(t~Ti~RTT), it follows that
i
l
!q + a (1!e~k(t~Ti~RTT))(0.
i
i/1
Therefore, it results x (t)(0 for t'¹ and x (t)"0 for
d
1
d
0(t4¹ . Then,
1
x(t)"x (t)#x (t)4x (t)(ro for t50
r
d
r
that is, the stability condition is always satis"ed. h

Remark 2. Theorem 1 states that network queues are
stable for any bottleneck bu!er capacity ro. Therefore,
data loss can be avoided using any small bu!er capacity.
Now we show that the proposed controller ensures full
utilization of network links in the presence of disturbance
(1) if the bottleneck queue capacity is at least equal to the
connection bandwidth-delay product.
Theorem 2. Considering the reference signal r(t)"
ro ) 1(t!¹ ), disturbance (1) with ¹ 5R¹¹, and con&"
1
troller (4), the bottleneck link is fully utilized for t'R¹¹ if
the bottleneck buwer capacity is ro'a(R¹¹#q).

4 From Proposition A.2 in the appendix, with * "t!¹ , it follows
i
i
that +j !a (t!¹ )(0.
i/1
i
i
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Proof. For
t3[0, R¹¹],
x(t)"x (t)"0.
For
r
t3(R¹¹, ¹ ] x(t)"x (t)'0. For t3(¹ , ¹ #R¹¹):
1
r
1 1
j
x(t)"x (t)! + a (t!¹ )
r
i
i
i/1
'ro(1!e~k(t~RTT))!a(t!¹ )5
1
which is greater than zero for ¹ 'q ln (ro/(ro!aR¹¹)).
1
Considering a generic time t5¹ #R¹¹ with
1
¹ 4t(¹
and R¹¹#¹ 4t(¹ #R¹¹,
j
j`1
l
l`1
14l4j4p, from Proposition A.3 shown in the appendix, with * "t!¹ , *"R¹¹'* "t!¹
it
i
i
l`1
l`1
follows that
j
l
+ !a (t!¹ )!R¹¹ + a '!aR¹¹
i
i
i
i/l`1
i/1
and from Proposition A.4, where now * "1!
i
e~k(t~Ti~RTT) it follows that
l
! + a (1!e~k(t~Ti~RTT))'!a(1!e~k(t~T1~RTT)).
i
i/1
Thus it results
x(t)"x (t)#x (t)'ro(1!e~k(t~RTT))!aR¹¹
r
d
!aq(1!e~k(t~T1~RTT)).
If !roe~k(t~RTT)#aqe~k(t~T1~RTT)50Q¹ 5q ln (ro/
1
aq), then

14l4j4p, from Propositions A.3 and A.4 it results
x(t)"x (t)#x (t)'ro(1!e~k(t~RTT))!aR¹¹
r
d
!aq(1!e~k(t~T1~RTT))"z (t),
2
z (t"¹ #R¹¹)"z (¹ #R¹¹)'0
2
1
1 1
and
z5 (t)"kroe~k(t~RTT)!ae~k(t~T1~RTT)'0
2
for ¹ (q ln (ro/aq)Nz (t)'0
1
2
and it can be concluded that x(t)5z (t)'0. Thus, the
2
queue is always greater than zero for t'R¹¹ if the
bottleneck bu!er capacity is ro'a(R¹¹#q). h
Remark 3. The result of Theorem 2 is well known in
TCP community (Villamizar & Song, 1995), although,
at our best knowledge, it has not been derived via
mathematical analysis. Notice that the condition
ro"a(q#R¹¹), which gives the steady-state queue level
x "x(R)"ro!a(q#R¹¹)"0, also ensures full link
4
utilization. In fact, control law (5) gives the following
steady-state input rate u "u(R)"k(a(q#R¹¹)!
4
u R¹¹)Nu "a. Moreover notice that, in this case, the
4
4
queuing delay is zero.

6. Application to ATM networks

ro(1!e~k(t~RTT))!aR¹¹!aq(1!e~k(t~T1~RTT))
5ro!a(R¹¹#q),
that gives
x (t)#x (t)5ro!a(R¹¹#q)'0
r
d
for ro'a(R¹¹#q).
Note that, if ro"a(q#R¹¹) and ¹ "R¹¹, the rela1
tion ¹ 'q ln (ro/aq) is always true. In fact,
1
¹ /q'ln(1#¹ /q)QeT1@q'1#¹ /q. Moreover it re1
1
1
sults: q ln (ro/(ro!aR¹¹))"q ln (ro/aq).
Now we consider the case ¹ (q ln (ro/aq).
1
For t3[¹ , R¹¹#¹ ), x (t)"!+k a (t!¹ )'
i/1 i
i
1
1
d
!a(t!¹ ) and x(t)"x (t)#x (t)'x (t)!a(t!¹ )"
1
r
d
r
1
z (t).
1
Noting that z (t"¹ )"x (¹ )50 and that
1
1
r 1
z5 (t)"kroe~k(t~RTT)!a'0 for ¹ (q ln (ro/aq), it re1
1
sults z (t)50 and it can be concluded that
1
x(t)'z (t)50.
1
Considering a generic time t5¹ #R¹¹ with
1
¹ 4t(¹
and R¹¹#¹ 4t(¹ #R¹¹,
j
j`1
l
l`1

5 From Proposition A.4 in the appendix it follows that
!+ j a (t!¹ )'!a(t!¹ ).
i
1
i/1 i

In this section the control law (5) is applied to control
ABR tra$c in ATM networks. Moreover, a discussion
on the dynamics of a bottleneck queue controlled via the
ERICA algorithm, proposed by Jain et al. (1996), is
carried out using transfer functions.
The ATM Forum (1996) prescribes that an ABR
source must send one RM cell (Resource Management
cell) every NRM data cells (NRM"32) for conveying
the feedback information. We assume that RM cells have
priority over data cells at the queues. With this assumption the queuing time is zero and, as a consequence, the
round trip time is constant and equal to the propagation
time. The round trip time is measured by marking RM
cells with a timestamp. Each switch encountered by the
RM cell along the <C path stamps on the RM cell
the available bu!er space (ro(t!¹ )!x(t!¹ )). At
&"
&"
the destination, the RM cell comes back to the source
conveying the minimum available bu!er space encountered along the path. Upon receiving of this information,
the source updates its input rate. Notice that the feedback information is relayed in cells and thus not available in continuous time, but rather in sampled form. This
is not a problem since the discrete time implementation
of the Smith predictor is simpler than the continuous one
(As stroK m & Wittenmark, 1984). A problem arises because
the feedback supplied by RM cells is not received at
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a constant rate but rather at a frequency that is proportional to the input rate (i.e. input rate/NRM), whereas
digital control assumes that signals are sampled at constant rate. As shown in the next subsection, the simplicity
of the proposed control law allows this problem to be
easily solved.
6.1. Discrete-time control equation
To discretize the continuous control equation (5), we
simply invoke the Shannon sampling theorem and the
rule of thumb reported in As stroK m and Wittenmark (1984)
which requires that, in order to have a `continuous likea
performance of the system under digital control, the ratio
of the system time constant q"1/k over the sampling
time ¹ must belong to the interval [2,4], that is
4
¹ 3[q/4, q/2]. However, the mechanism of conveying
4
feedback via RM cells cannot guarantee a constant
sampling rate. To overcome this problem we propose to
estimate the feedback in case it is not available after that
the sampling time is elapsed. Thus the algorithm must
compute the input rate at least every ¹ regardless
4
whether the source gets the feedback information or not.
Two cases need to be considered:
(1) If the source receives at t"t the RM cell, then the
h
input rate is computed as

A

B

m
u(t )"k ro(t !¹ )!x(t !¹ )! + u(t )* ,
h
h
&"
h
&"
h~i i
i/1
where * 4¹ , and t
"t !R¹¹.
i
4
h~m
h
(2) If the time ¹ since the last RM cell was received at
4
time t
expires and no RM cell has been yet received,
h~l
then the source performs a worst-case estimate of the
feedback information at t "t #¹ . To be conservah
h~1
4
tive and to prevent cell loss, we assume that in the time
interval [t , t #¹ ] the queue has zero output rate.
h~1 h~1
4
Thus, the worst-case estimate of the bottleneck free space
is the last received or the last estimate minus what the
source has pumped into the network during the interval
[t !R¹¹, t !R¹¹#¹ ]. For the sake of simh~1
h~1
4
plicity and without loss of generality we assume that in
this interval the rate is constant and equal to
u(t !R¹¹). Thus the estimate is
h~1
ro(t !¹ )!x(t !¹ )
h
&"
h
&"
"ro(t !¹ )!x(t !¹ )!u(t !R¹¹)¹
h~1
&"
h~1
&"
h~1
4
and the rate is computed as

A

u(t )"k ro(t !¹ )!x(t !¹ )
h
h~1
&"
h~1
&"
m
!u(t !R¹¹)¹ ! + u(t )*
h~1
4
h~i i
i/1
"u(t )!ku(t ) ) T .
h~1
h~1 4

B
(8)
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If the feedback is not received in the interval [t , t ],
h~m h
then the calculated rate is
u(t )"u(t )(1!k¹ )"u(t )(1!k¹ )m.
h
h~1
4
h~m
4

(9)

Noting that k¹ 3[0.25, 0.5], it results that (1!k¹ )(1.
4
4
Therefore, in case of missing feedback, Eq. (9) implements
a multiplicative decrease algorithm. When a new feedback
is received the rate will increase because the actual
(ro(t !¹ )!x(t !¹ )) can never be smaller than the
h
&"
h
&"
worst-case estimate.
Remark 4. The behavior of the multiplicative decrease
equation (9) is similar to the multiplicative decrease
phase of some proposed ABR algorithms, see Bonomi et
al., (1995) and Yin and Hluchyj (1994), and to the multiplicative decrease behavior of the TCP congestion control window when a loss is detected, see Jacobson (1988).
Herein we have rigorously derived it as a consequence of
the fact that in communication networks the delivery of
the feedback at a constant rate is not guaranteed.
Remark 5. Per-#ow queuing is not scalable and may be
costly to be implemented in high-speed switches at the
backbone. Thus, VC merging is still important. To this
purpose a good and approximate implementation of control equation (5) can be obtained using FIFO queuing. In
this case a switch must supply its total available bu!er
space B divided by the number of active connections n.
With this approximation the max}min fairness can no
more be ensured, whereas no data loss and full utilization
are still preserved.
6.2. Simulation results
We report the dynamic behavior of a controlled VC
characterized by a bandwidth-delay product of 10,000
cells. The bottleneck link capacity is normalized to unity,
so that R¹¹"10,000 in time slots. This can correspond
to a cross-country connection (+ 24,000 km round
trip) through a Wide Area Network (WAN) with a
typical bottleneck link capacity of 155 Mb/s. We
choose the constant gain k"1/750 and the sampling
time ¹ "(2/5)q"300. The available bandwidth is
4
b (t)"0.9 ) I(t!10,000)!0.7 ) I(t!45,000)#0.5 ) I(t
!7
!65,000) and the bu!er capacity is ro"9700'0.9 )
(10,000#750)"9675. Fig. 5(a) shows that all available
bandwidth is utilized, that is b (t)"d(t). Fig. 5(b) shows
!7
that the queue length is upper bounded by 8000 cells and
always greater than zero, i.e. 100% link utilization is
ensured. Notice that when d"0.9 the queue level is
almost zero (from mathematical analysis it results
x "9700!9675) and that when d"0.7 the queue
4
level is in accordance with the theoretical value
x "9700!0.7(10,750)"2175.
4
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of the switch is to maintain the network at unit overload.
Finally, the explicit rate (ER) is computed as follows:

Fig. 5. (a) Per-VC available bandwidth b (t)"d(t); (b) bottleneck
67
queue length x(t).

6.3. Discussion on the dynamics of the ERICA algorithm
ERICA is the most known and signi"cant example of
explicit rate congestion control algorithm (Jain et al.,
1996). Like most of the explicit rate algorithms, it lacks of
the analysis of the closed-loop dynamics. We start giving
a brief description of ERICA and then we discuss its
dynamics using transfer functions.
ERICA maintains FIFO queuing and requires that
switches compute an explicit rate, which is fed back to the
sources. Thus, the complexity of maintaining per #ow
bu!ering is here replaced by the burden of computing the
explicit rate. A particularly hard task is the measurement
of the available bandwidth ABR
BW
ABR "Target utilization
BW
](Link capacity!(<BR#CBR) )
BW
which is bursty due to interaction with VBR tra$c.
Typical values of the target utilization are 0.9%0.95.
Another di$cult task is to keep track of the number n of
active connections. This number is necessary to compute
the Fair-Share"(ABR /n) of each VC.
BW
The computed Fair-Share can be e!ectively used only
if no connection is bottlenecked downstream, see Charny
et al. (1995) and Jain et al. (1996). Notice that this is
a drawback of all control algorithms executed at network
switches. In fact, a switch can never know where the
bottleneck of a connection is located. To overcome this
problem ERICA de"nes the load factor z"ABR
/
I/1653!5%
ABR ) and computes the <C
"(CCR/z), where
BW
S)!3%
CCR is the source current cell rate stored in the RM cells.
The load factor z is an indicator of the congestion level of
the link. The optimal operating point is z"1. The goal

ER
QMin(ABR , Max(FairShare, <C
)),
#!-#6-!5%$
BW
S)!3%
ER
QMin(ER
, ER
).
#!-#6-!5%$
*/ RM #%-#!-#6-!5%$
ERICA depends upon the measurements of ABR and
BW
n which are both di$cult to determine in practice. In
particular, we note that the Shannon sampling theorem
does not allow a signal with high-frequency components,
like is the ABR bandwidth, to be reconstructed using the
sampling frequency supplied by RM cells. If there are
errors in these measurements, queues may become unbounded and the capacity allocated to drain queues
becomes insu$cient. An enhancement, obtained by using
queue length as a secondary metric, has been proposed in
Jain et al. (1996). Other drawbacks of ERICA are: (1) an
oscillatory behavior due to the decrease/increase mechanism introduced by the load factor; (2) the selection of
the target utilization and of the switch measurement
interval; (3) cases in which the algorithm does not converge to max}min fair allocation (Jain et al., 1996).
Now we exploit transfer functions to get an insight into
the closed loop dynamics of ERICA. To this purpose we
assume that a switch is able to perform an exact calculation of the bottleneck Explicit Fair Rate. The block
diagram of the ERICA control algorithm is shown in
Fig. 6. It contains: (1) the FIFO queue; (2) the block F(s)
that measures the low-pass "ltered available bandwidth
b (t) (Zhao et al., 1997; Li & Hwang, 1995), and allo!7L
cates the Fair Share b /n to each connection bottle!7L
necked at the queue; (3) the forward and backward
propagation delays. Looking at the block diagram in
Fig. 6, it is clear that ERICA performs a direct disturbance rejection. Moreover, it is easy to see that, due to
propagation time, a bottleneck buwer capacity equal to the
bandwidth delay product is necessary to guarantee no cell
loss. In fact, consider n connections with the same round
trip time R¹¹, each one getting the bandwidth a/n. Let
us assume that at time t the available bandwidth goes to
0
zero. Then the queue level will increase up to the value

Fig. 6. Block diagram of the FIFO queue dynamics controlled by the
ERICA algorithm. The queue is shared by n #ows.
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a ) R¹¹. Thus, even if we assume that switches perform
an exact measurement of the Fair Share, which is a hard
task in practice, a bottleneck bu!er capacity at least
equal to the bandwidth delay product is required to
guarantee no data loss.

7. Application to the Internet Transfer Control Protocol
The application of the control law (5) to Internet shows
that today's Transfer Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
(TCP/IP) already implements a Smith's predictor to control congestion. This surprising result gives a theoretical
insight into the great success of TCP to control congestion in Internet. Moreover gives useful guidelines to
improve the e$ciency of the TCP congestion control
algorithm. For the sake of completeness, we "rst give
a brief description of the TCP/IP congestion control
algorithm and then we apply Eq. (5) to Internet.
7.1. The TCP/IP congestion control algorithm
The TCP congestion control mechanism maintains
two variable: the Advertised window, which measures the
congestion status of the receiver bu!er and the Congestion window which measures the congestion status of the
network. In particular, let MaxRcvBuwer be the size of the
receiver bu!er in bytes, LastByteRcvd the last byte received and NextByteRead the next byte to be read. To
avoid the over#ow of the receiver bu!er, on the receive
side TCP advertises a window size of
Advertised=indow"MaxRcvBu+er
!(¸astByteRcvd!NextByteRead)
that represents the amount of free space remaining in the
receiver bu!er. The measure of an appropriate value for
the Congestion Window is the core of today's TCP/IP. In
fact, TCP/IP obeys the principle that the network is
a `black boxa that cannot supply any explicit feedback
information to the source. Thus the issue is how TCP, on
the send side, must learn an appropriate value for the
Congestion Window. Van Jacobson (1988) de"nes an increase/decrease mechanism to throttle the size of the
congestion window. In particular, the end-systems probe
the network state by gradually increasing the window of
packets that are outstanding in the network until the
network becomes congested and drops packets. When
a packet drop is detected, "rst the window is shrunk and
then it starts to increase until a packet drop is again
detected. Finally, the Ewective Window = that limits how
much outstanding data the source can send is computed
as follows (see Peterson & Davie, 1996)
Max=indow
"MIN(Congestion=indow, Advertised=indow), (10)
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="Max=indow!(¸astByteSent!¸astByteAcked)
"Max=indow!OutstandingPackets.

(11)

Notice that the congestion window size oscillates around
its equilibrium value because packet losses are intentionally provoked in order to probe network capacity. This
causes link under-utilization when the congestion window is small, and packet loss when the congestion
window is large. Moreover, increasing the congestion
window until packets are lost "lls the bu!ers and
increases delays which are harmful for delay sensitive
applications.
7.2. A modixed backward compatible TCP/IP congestion
control
Now we apply the control equation (5) to TCP/IP.
Since TCP/IP uses a window-based control equation, we
start by transforming to a window-based control equation the rate-based control equation (5). Eq. (5) can be
rewritten as

P

u(t)q"ro(t!¹ )!x(t!¹ )!
&"
&"

t

u(q) dq.
(12)
t~RTT
We can interpret the amount of data u(t)q as a Window
(=) of unacknowledged data that can be sent at time t.
The window = represents an impulse of data sent every
sampling time q.
The integral in (12) represents the packets sent by the
source and not yet acknowledged, i.e. the outstanding
packets

P

OutstandingPackets"

t

u(q) dq.
t~RTT
The quantity (ro(t!¹ )!x(t!¹ )) is the space that
&"
&"
is free at the bottleneck bu!er. It is the minimum free
space over all the bu!ers encountered along the connection path, including the Receiver's Bu!er. In other words,
letting B be the free space remaining in the ith bu!er we
*
let (ro(t!¹ )!x(t!¹ )) be the Generalized Advertised
&"
&"
Window (GA=)
GA="ro(t!¹ )!x(t!¹ )
&"
&"
" min MB , Advertised=indowN.
i
i|#0//%#5*0/
1!5)

(13)

Every packet, at the destination, carries stamped on its
header the minimum amount of free space remaining in
the bu!ers it traverses along the forward path. The minimum between this value and the Advertised Window is
the GAW, which is relayed back to the source in the TCP
header of the returning ACK packet. At this point control equation (12) can be rewritten in window form
="GA=!OutstandingPackets.

(14)
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Notice that the window control equation (14) takes into
account the jitter in RTT. In fact, the number of outstanding packets inherently takes into account the fact that
RTT is time varying due to queuing time. By setting
Max=indow"MIN(Congestion=indow,GA=),

(15)

where GAW reduces to the Advertised Window in today's
TCP, Eq. (11) utilizes the GAW in a way that is completely backward compatible with the existing TCP,
which is important to enable interoperability. In fact, the
GAW feedback is stored where today's TCP stores the
Advertised Window so that the TCP on the send side reads
the GAW instead of the Advertised Window and runs
completely unchanged. Moreover, by substituting the
GAW in (15) with an estimated(GAW) obtained from any
de"ned function of the congestion status of the network,
the resulting congestion control algorithm is still backward compatible. For instance, a router of total storage
capacity B which maintains FIFO queuing could estimate the GAW as follows:
estimated(GA=)"B/N,

(16)

where N is the number of queued #ows, or the source
could infer an estimate of the GAW using round trip time
measurements.
Finally notice that Eq. (11) is identical to Eq. (14)
except for the GAW that in (11) is estimated via the Eq.
(10). Thus, it can be concluded that the TCP already
implements a Smith's predictor to avoid the over#ow of
the receiver's bu!er and to control network congestion
with the only di!erence that the GAW is estimated using
the (10). This surprisingly result gives a theoretical insight
into today's TCP congestion control algorithm and into
its success to control congestion since, at our best knowledge, it is the "rst derivation of the TCP window control
equation which is based on control theory. Moreover, the
fact that TCP implements a Smith predictor gives an
important validation to the control law designed in this
paper because nowadays TCP is the only congestion
control algorithm running and successfully tested in
a real wide-world network.
Remark 6. In the context of Internet, di!erentiated services (DS) have been designed for scalability through
handling aggregates of tra$c instead of individual #ows
as in the integrated services. However, Chow and LeonGracia, (1999) has observed that the DS mechanism can
hardly achieve the desired QoS and may be unfair. Stoica
et al. (1998) remark that Fair Queuing have many desirable properties for congestion control in the Internet.
However, such mechanism needs to manage bu!ers and
maintains state on a per-#ow basis and this complexity
may prevent it from being cost-e!ectively implemented in
routers. For these considerations Stoica et al. (1998)
propose an interesting architecture to approximately
achieve fair bandwidth allocation. The approach distin-

guishes between edge routers, which maintain per-#ow
state, and high-speed core routers which do not maintain
per-#ow state and use FIFO queuing (see Fig. 7). In our
case, Eqs. (11) and (15) can be directly implemented in
such architecture where edge routers are allowed to supply GAW and coexist with core routers non GAW enabled,
or enabled to supply an estimated GAW, for instance,
(16). Finally, notice that GAW enabled router could be
used for connecting wired Internet to mobile hosts
(Balakrishnan et al., 1996).
7.3. Simulation results
Here we report simulation results of TCP using GAW.
The bandwidth-delay product of the considered TCP
connection is 1000 packets, which can correspond to
1000 outstanding TCP segments of 1200 bytes each, for
instance, along a high-capacity packet satellite channel
or along a terrestrial "ber-optical path of roughly 6.000
km (Jacobson et al., 1997). The bottleneck link capacity is
normalized to unity so that the round trip time is
R¹¹"1000 time slots. We assume a sampling time
¹ "R¹¹, a gain k"1/2500, a bu!er capacity
4
ro"1) (q#R¹¹)"3500 packets. Fig. 8(a) shows the
bandwidth that is available for the considered #ow.
Fig. 8(b) shows that the bottleneck queue length is less
than 3500 packets and greater than zero except during
two very short intervals. Fig. 8(c) shows that the bandwidth is unused during these two short intervals. Fig. 8(d)
shows the control window time behavior. The steadystate value of the control window is = "1000, which
4
corresponds to a throughput of = /¹ "= /R¹¹"1.
4 4
4
Remark 7. In digital control systems the sampling is
performed via impulse modulation and a hold operation,
which maintains the input rate constant between sampling instants (As stroK m & Wittenmark, 1984). In the case of
TCP window control equation (14), the hold operation
is omitted and the input rate is impulsive. As a consequence, the queue level oscillates in steady-state condition. This is a well-known aspect of today's TCP tra$c

Fig. 7. Edge routers GAW-enabled inter operate with high-speed core
routers non-GAW-enabled.
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the changing tra$c condition; (6) it does not require the
measurement of available bandwidth; (7) it can be applied both to ATM networks and Internet.
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Appendix
Fig. 8. (a) Available bandwidth b (t); (b) bottleneck queue length x(t);
!7
(c) unused bandwidth b (t)!d(t); (d) e!ective Window =.
!7

that is bursty due to its window-based control. Bursty
tra$c originates intense bu!er oscillations with the
drawback of over#ows and link under-utilization.
Remark 8. Gerla et al. (1999) contains extensive simulations of TCP using GAW with a head-to-head comparison with TCP-Reno, with TCP-RED and with TCP
using ECN. Two versions of TCP-GAW have been
simulated, one that uses FIFO queuing and the other
that uses per-#ow bu!ering. Both these implementations
of TCP-GAW perform better than the other schemes
providing smoother network operation and increased
fairness.

8. Conclusions
Classical control theory has been proposed for
modeling the dynamics of high-speed communication
networks. Smith's principle has been exploited to design
a congestion control law which guarantees no data loss
and full link utilization over communication paths with
any bandwidth-delay product. The properties of the
proposed control law have been demonstrated via mathematical analysis in a realistic network scenario consisting of multiple `best-e!orta #ows, characterized by
di!erent round trip times, which share available bandwidth with high priority tra$c. The advantages of the
proposed algorithm can be summarized as follows: (1) it
is a simple algorithm; (2) it allows us to analyze transient
and steady-state behavior via mathematical analysis;
(3) it ensures fast exponential convergence of input rates
to stationary values without oscillations or overshoots;
(4) it allows us to prove the global stability of queues
along with the full and fair utilization of links during
both transient and steady-state condition; (5) it does not
require the tuning of any control parameter to react to
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